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SWAMP’s Wetland Field Day 

North Slocan Valley 2015 

 
Prepared by Marcy Mahr  

SWAMP Field Technician & Educator 

  
Wetland Field Days are hands-on environmental education days that aim to inspire and inform residents 

and visitors of local communities about wetlands in the Slocan Valley watershed. The north Slocan 

Valley event took place on August 12, 2015, to showcase what SWAMP field ecologists are learning 

about wetlands in this part of the valley, specifically around Summit Lake. The event was co-sponsored 

by the Slocan Lake Stewardship Society (SLSS), and as one of SLSS’s highly promoted WILD DAYS, this 

Wetland Field Day benefited from the added attention of their educational series. The event was 

scheduled from 12:00 to 3:30pm to piggyback our field trip to Summit Lake wetlands with Toadfest in 

order to encourage the public to attend the SWAMP / SLSS event and then ‘hop’ over to Toadfest (also 

held at Summit Lake). These synergies likely contributed to the Wetland Field Day being very well 

attended by 37 people – of all ages from toddlers to seniors, and hailing from Silverton to Fauquier and 

as far away as Istanbul, Turkey! 
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The event began with the public convening at the Hills Community Fire Hall. After an introduction to 

SWAMP and the itinerary, the younger participants were taken outside by a SWAMP biologist to explore 

wetland topics using a large hands-on diorama of wetlands in watersheds. Older participants remained 

inside with SWAMP’s senior ecologist to learned about different types and classifications of wetlands; 

their important ecological function in our watershed; and SWAMP’s ongoing field research.  

  

Posters promoting SWAMP’s Wetland Field Days as a separate announcement and as part of SLSS’s WILD DAYS. 

Over 50 posters were hung on 20+ community boards throughout the Slocan Valley and placed as advertisements 

in the Valley Voice newspaper.  

 

Once at Summit Lake, SWAMP’s field research team led the way along the Rail Trail pointing out the 

variety of wetland communities, plant species, and clusters of western toadlets moving crossing through 

wetlands located between the lake and upland habitat. At a site on the lakeshore, the SWAMP field 

crew provided basins of collected benthic invertebrates for everyone to view and identify. Given the 

enthusiasm and beautiful weather, many children waded in the water to collect more insects as well as 

freshwater mollusks. 
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Snapshot of the day provided by SLSS Board member: 

WETLANDS: August 12, 2015 – Hills / Summit Lake 

Location: Hills Fire Hall at start then east shore of Summit Lake 
Time: 12:00 – 3:30pm 
Experts: Ryan Durand, Marcy Mahr, Darcie Quamme, Rhia Mackenzie 
Attendance: 37 people in total 
Demographics: Adults 21 – mostly local (Silverton, ND, Rosebery, Nakusp, Fauquier) with several 
summer residents; Children – 16. Mostly families with kids and older adults. 
 
Volunteer’s Narrative & Photos by Ellen Kinsel: 

“This large group met at the Hills Community Fire Hall on a beautiful, sunny day. The group initially split 

into older and younger learners, with the older (mostly adult) group inside with Ryan while the younger 

children went outside with Marcy to explore with the watershed model. Ryan presented a powerpoint 

talk on different types of wetlands, including swamps, marshes, fens, bogs, and standing shallow water. 

Meanwhile, the children poured ‘rain’ into the watershed model to observe how the water flowed in two 

different creek and wetland scenarios. Marcy got them thinking about why the flow differed and the 

implications – including a bit about the wetlands in the more natural creek. The children then completed 

the Wetlands Field Journal. The entire group carpooled to the area where Bonanza Creek flows out of 

Summit Lake, and walked along the rail trail. Everyone was excited to see toadlets on the trail, and in the 

grasses, puddles and water-filled ditches. Ryan and Marcy pointed out different wetland types and plant 

species as we walked along the trail. Ryan explained the procedures SWAMP uses in the field for 

assessing wetlands using soil cores to determine organic vs. mineral content. A short walk off the trail 

brought us to the lakeshore where Darcie and Rhia had collected a variety of aquatic insects for 

observation in tubs. Some of the participants waded into Summit Lake with nets to gather additional 

specimens. The highlight of the afternoon was seeing the various water insects with magnifying 

viewfinders.” 
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Related Media Articles: (July 29, 2015,Valley Voice) 
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(July 29, 2015, Valley Voice) 

 

 
 

 
 


